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Abstract
Protecting the lagoon area from the wave attack is one of the primary challenges in coastal engineering. Due to the
scarcity of rubble and to achieve economy, new types of breakwaters are being used in place of conventional rubble
mound breakwaters. Emerged Perforated Quarter Circle Breakwater (EPQCB) is an artificial concrete breakwater
consisting of a curved perforated face fronting the waves, a vertical wall on back and a base slab resting on a low
rubble mound base. The perforated curved front face is having advantages like energy dissipation and good stability
with less material as it is hollow inside. Computational Intelligence (CI) can be adopted for the evaluation of
performance characteristics like reflection, dissipation, run-up and rundown which are complex, time consuming
and expensive to perform in laboratory. The paper presents the work carried out to predict the reflection coefficient
(Kr) for input parameters, wave period (T) beyond the data range used for training and of wave height (H) along with
the data on input parameters of water depth (d), spacing-perforation ratio (S/D) and radius (R) of the EPQCB. The
data on various parameters are taken in two categories for training and testing of ANN as mentioned below in order
to understand the effect of using non-dimensional data in place of parametric values: 1) Input in the form of
parametric data (H, T, d, R, S, D), and 2) Input in the form of non-dimensional values (H/gT2, d/gT2, S/D, R/H).
Better correlation was found when individual dimensional parametric data was used instead of non-dimensional
group values in both the methods of prediction. Similarly, the correlation between the beyond the data range
prediction and actual values was found to be good in both methods of prediction.
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1. Introduction
Coastal zone is a sensitive area which changes its profile dynamically. More than 40% of global population lives in
the coastal area because of its socio-economic features. The protection of coastal area is a continuous challenge for
the coastal engineers. Coastal protection works such as the seawalls, offshore breakwaters, groins and beach
nourishment are being developed and installed to overcome the problem of erosion. As all of these structures are not
successful in fulfilling their structural and functional requirements due to their improper design or location, the
research is going on in the domain of coastal defence structures such as Berm Breakwater, floating pipe breakwater,
perforated semi-circular and quarter-circle breakwaters and other artificial structures.
Quarter circle breakwater (QCB) is a pre-cast reinforced concrete caisson having perforations on its seaside circular
face with a bottom slab resting on a low-mound rubble base. The concept of perforated seaside face was derived to
absorb most of the wave energy and the vertical wall on rear side is to avoid the wave transmission. The paper
discusses the refraction coefficient of the breakwater which is a function of wave height (Hi), water depth (d), radius
(R) and spacing-perforation ratio (S/D), height of structure (hs) and wave period (T). Fig. 1 shows an emerged
perforated quarter circular breakwater (EPQCB) with a free board, which means crest level of the structure is raised
above the still water level and there is no overtopping of water over QCB crest.
Fig. 1. Cross sectional view of EPQCB Model used
In the process of the evolution of these special type breakwaters, initially laborious time taking physical model tests
are required in order to compute their hydrodynamic characteristics to decide their suitability to a particular location
and design a stable breakwater section for that site. This process involves a lot many variables which affect the shape,
strength, alignment, base stability and other aspects which are quite complex in nature. Hence, in view of saving
time, effort and heavy cost of physical modelling, computational intelligence (CI) techniques are well suitable to
predict the hydrodynamic performance of these structures for a different site, for different structural and wave
conditions.
2. Methodology of Artificial Neural Network
The application of computational intelligence in coastal engineering problems were initiated and successfully used
for predicting the performance parameters for the past two decades. Although the invention of CI was initiated in
late 1940s, due to the slow processing of these complex solution algorithms, research on CI got stagnated in
1980inspite of computer coding. However, Neuro fuzzy logics have advantages over programming languages that
they can understand and modify the way data sets trains them. This unique feature brought CI into the necessary
research domain with the fast processing computers of today. Computational Intelligence has become a superior
choice for predicting and analysing complex issues which will save time, money and routine laborious work. CI
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includes the methods like Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Adaptive Neuro
Fuzzy Interface System (ANFIS) and their combination with the hybrid algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) and Genetic Algorithm (GA) etc.
Artificial Neural Networks are computational models naturally performing a parallel processing of information.
Essentially, an ANN can be defined as a pool of simple processing units (neurons) which communicate among
themselves by means of sending analogue signals. These signals travel through weighted connections between
neurons. Each of these neurons accumulates the inputs it receives, producing an output according to an internal
activation function. This output can serve as an input for other neurons, or can be a part of the network output.  Fig.
2 shows the working phenomena of ANN. ANN design process is having a set of important issues as a first step; the
architecture of the network has to be decided. There are two major options are usually considered: feedforward
networks and recurrent networks. In feedforward model networks, no neuron receives input from a neuron to which
the former sends its output, even indirectly, whereas in recurrent model network contains feedback connections. In
this work we were used the first and simpler model: the feedforward network having multilayer perceptron (MLP)
(Rosenblatt, 1962), in which units are structured into ordered layers, and connections are allowed only between
adjacent layers in an input-to-output sense.
Fig. 2. Basic Neuron Network Model
MLP contains a several parameters in network building such as the number of layers and the number of units in each
layer. Final step in the design is to modify the weights of the network, so that it produces the desired output when
the corresponding input is presented. This process is known as training the ANN or learning the network weights.
Later the testing process is carried with the presented weights of ANN to check the accuracy of prediction.
2.1. Feed Forward Back Propagation (FFPB) Neural Network
Present study employed a standard back propagation algorithm for training, and the number of hidden neurons is
optimized by a trial and error procedure. In these networks, there is an input layer consisting of nodes that simply
accept the input values and successive layers of nodes that are neurons as depicted in Fig. 2. The outputs of neurons
in a layer are inputs to neurons in the next layer. The last layer is called the output layer. Layers between the input
and output layers are known as hidden layers (Rumelhart, 1986). The activation function (Tr(y)) is given as,
Tr (y) =      (1)
and y     
 (2)
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Where; x is input value from 1 to n, wi and bi are the weights and bias values between input layer and hidden layer
nodes and y is output. The Backpropagation algorithm (BP) (Rumelhart, 1986) is a classical domain-dependent
technique for supervised training. It works by measuring the output error, calculating the gradient of this error, and
adjusting the ANN weights (and biases) in the descending gradient direction. Hence, BP is a gradient-descent local
search procedure (expected to stagnate in local optima in complex landscapes). First, we define the squared error of
the ANN for a set of patterns:
E =     	 (3)
Where; p is the total number of training patterns, tkp is the desired value of the kth output and the pth pattern, okp is
the actual value of the kth output and pth pattern. The actual value of the previous expression depends on the weights
of the network. The basic BP algorithm (without momentum in our case) calculates the gradient of E (for all the
patterns in our case) and updates the weights by moving them along the gradient-descendent direction. This can be
summarized with the expression∆W= -  , where the parameter  > 0 is the learning rate that controls the learning
speed. The pseudo-code of the BP algorithm is shown as follows
Initialize weights;
while not Stop Criterion do
for all i, j do
wij = wij -  ; (4)
end for;
end while;
3. Data Collection and Usage
For the present work, experimental data comprising of 300 data points was collected from physical model study of
Balakrishna (2014) on EPQCB. The experiments were carried out using the monochromatic wave flume in the
Marine Structures Laboratory of the Department of Applied Mechanics and Hydraulics, NITK Surathkal, Mangaluru,
India. Fig. 3 shows the experimental setup of EPQCB. For hydraulic model investigation, wave and site conditions
of Mangaluru coast were considered.
Fig. 3. Longitudinal Section of Wave Flume with Experimental Setup
In the present work along with the conventional method of data usage for prediction (73% and 27% random
segregation for training and testing respectively), one of the objectives was also to investigate the prediction
capability of ANN beyond the data range of input variables used for training, hereafter referred as ‘beyond data
range’ prediction. This is essential because many a times it is not possible to conduct experiments for higher values
of input variables. For this purpose, in the present work, wave period (T) is considered for predicting reflection
coefficient (Kr) beyond the data range of input variables. Data sets involving wave periods of 1.4 s (lowest wave
period) and 2.5 s (highest wave period) forming 27% of ensemble was segregated for testing purposes i.e. for beyond
data range prediction. The remaining data (73%) for T=1.6 s, 1.8 s, 2.0 s and 2.2 s, was used for training, along with
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the corresponding data on other input parameters of Hi, d, R, S, D, hs. Further, in order to understand the effect of
non-dimensional data, dimensional analysis was carried out using Buckingham’s theorem and following non-
dimensional groups were obtained: Hi/gT2, d/gT2, S/D, R/Hi & hs/d. Above mentioned data segregation procedure of
27% and 73% was repeated for this case too (for non-dimensional data set) and results were obtained.
4. Results
The input and target data was loaded into the MATLAB (R2013a) and neural networks were created and run for four
models with feedforward networks using Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm having 'tansig', 'purelin', 'trainlm', 200
epochs and other default variables are used in code. The ANN networks structure and Coefficient of Correlation
(CC) values for training and testing were obtained as listed in Table 1. Some of the MATLAB output graphs (Fig.
4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) are also listed for evaluating the dimensional analysis in the prediction of beyond the data range
prediction for both training and testing.
Table 1. ANN training and testing results for comparison of prediction in terms CC value
Method of prediction Dimensional analysis ANN Network (Input-Hidden 1-Hidden 2-
Output  layer nodes )
CC of training CC of testing
Beyond the data range
prediction
Dimensional parameters 5-20-5-1 0.9177 0.8095
Non-dimensional
parameters
5-11-6-1 0.8754 0.8613
Convention method of
prediction
Dimensional parameters 5-8-5-1 0.8913 0.8923
Non-dimensional
parameters
5-8-5-1 0.8343 0.8517
The correlation between the beyond the data range prediction and actual values was found to be good in both methods
of prediction. And also training is having more efficiency than testing for testing data beyond training data set due
to uniformity in data. The beyond the range prediction is having higher correlation for non-dimensional parameters,
and also we found an occurrence of over estimation for some data points shown in Fig. 7 i.e., estimating beyond the
possible physical value of output (Kr<0), this problem need to be solve by applying some filters or hybrid algorithms
as like, early stopping and regularization methods in ANN.
MATLAB Output Graphs
Fig. 4. Training performance of ANN model for beyond the data range, dimensional method
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Fig. 5. Testing performance of ANN model for beyond the data range, dimensional method
Fig. 6. The training performance of ANN model for beyond the data range prediction, non-dimensional method
Fig. 7. The testing performance of ANN model for beyond the data range prediction, non-dimensional method
(a) (b)
Fig. 8. Comparison of prediction of testing in terms of CC, a) beyond the data range dimensional method, b) beyond the data range non-
dimensional method
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5. Conclusions
Based on the results obtained and discussion carried our following conclusions are drawn:
 Prediction using conventional method with dimensional parameters has better accuracy than all other
methods.
 For the case of non-dimensional parameters, beyond the data range method of prediction gave better results
compared to conventional method of prediction.
 ANN models can be used to predict the performance characteristic Kr of EPQCB beyond the input data
range.
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